
 
August 22, 2022 

Dear Parents,  

Congratulations!  You are the proud parent of an 8th grade student. It is with deep hope that we enter 
this year of great opportunity, growth, and maturation for your child. This upcoming year holds many 
new experiences and responsibilities for your child in school, on sports teams, and at home. We look 
forward to walking alongside you and your child as you strive to build them up in the faith, encourage 
them to develop a life of virtue, and help prepare them for the Sacrament of Confirmation.  

We will be using an exciting program called Chosen: Your Journey Toward Confirmation. The goal of 
the program is to offer your child a powerful, life-changing experience as he or she prepares to receive 
the Sacrament of Confirmation. It is our hope that Chosen will not only offer your child a thorough 
knowledge and understanding of the Catholic Faith but will also win over their heart at this critical 
time in their life. The program has been carefully designed to address and answer your child’s 
fundamental questions about life, and to challenge him or her to embrace a life of faith. 

The Church recognizes that you, as parents, are the primary educators of your children in matters of 
faith and morals—and the Chosen program offers you a unique opportunity to join your child as he or 
she journeys through the Catholic faith. 

Our first Confirmation Parent Meeting will be at 7:00 pm in the Corpus Christi Center on 
Thursday, September 29th.  We will discuss the Chosen series, Confirmation expectations, and offer 
you ideas and tools to confidently engage and encourage your child during their preparation. 

A fundamental piece of preparing for Confirmation is the selection of a sponsor. We encourage you to 
begin having conversations with your child this week to help them identify who may be a good fit as a 
sponsor for them. Our Confirmation retreat is October 22nd, and each 8th grade student needs to be 
accompanied by their sponsor for this event. Attached here is our sponsor agreement, which outlines 
the role, responsibilities, and requirements of sponsors which may help guide your conversation with 
your child.  

We look forward to seeing you at the Confirmation Parent Meeting! Please save the date for the 
Confirmation Commitment Masses happening the weekend of October 8-9th, details to come. 

Sincerely, 

 

Emily Kopff      

Director of Religious Education   


